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Abstract. For development of models of strength and compressibility of metals in
wide range of pressures (up to several megabar) and strain rates ε̇ ∼ 1÷108 s−1, the
method of dynamic tests is used. Since direct measurement of strength is impossible under
complicated intensive high-rate loading, a formal model is created at first, and then it is
updated basing on comparison with many experiments, which are sensitive to shear strength.
Elastic-plastic, viscous-elastic-plastic and relaxation integral models became nowadays
most commonly used. The basic unsolved problems in simulation of high-rate deforma-
tion of metals are mentioned in the paper.

1 Introduction

Since the sixties-seventies of the previous century, scientists from various countries have been involved
in development of models of material behavior at high strain rate [1–8]. However, though there is
such a history and achievements of present-day numerical methods, development of equations, which
determine relations between stress tensor and strain tensor, is currently still an unsolved urgent prob-
lem. Reason is, first of all, complexity of deformation process. It includes competition of various
strain mechanisms, structural changes during deformation, violation of flow stability at various scale
levels, etc. [9–11]. On the one hand, models for calculations of high-velocity dynamic processes
should be rather simple and physically clear; on the other hand, they should reflect the main processes,
which occur in materials, and to “work” in wide range of flow parameters. In particular, constitutive
equations should reflect the dependence of stress tensor on flow parameters at certain time and on
strain history. In our understanding, strain history means the dependences of temperature, pressure,
strain tensor and stress tensor on time. Strain history determines structural changes, namely, growth of
dislocation density, changes of sizes and orientation of grains, relative sliding of grains, formation of
twin structures and bands of localized shift, annealing when reaching critical temperatures [9,11–13].

Elastic-plastic, viscous-elastic-plastic and relaxation integral models became nowadays most com-
monly used.

2 Relaxation model of strength

Simplified relaxation model is based on usual elastic-plastic approximation
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and dynamic yield strength can be determined by the differential equation, which takes account for the
process of relaxation of elastic stress

Ẏd = 3Gε̇i − Yd − YS

τ
, (1)

where S i j is the deviatoric component of stress; ε̇i is the strain rate; G is the shear modulus; τ is the
time of relaxation of elastic stress; Yd is the effective yield strength at certain time; YS is the stationary
yield strength, which occurs in this state (P, T ) of substance at ε̇i = 0. Points above Yd and εi mean
time derivative. Equation (1) is obtained from the known relation for the deviatoric component of
stress

Ṡ i j = 2 ·G ·
(
ėi j − ε̇P

i j

)
,

with the supposition that the deviatoric component of strain rate ėi j is collinear to tensor of plastic
strain rate ε̇P

i j.

At sufficiently slow change of the yield strength (Ẏd ≈ 0), Eq. (1) transits to the elastic-viscous-
plastic model

Yd = YS + 3 ·G · τ · ε̇i.

Contrary to the relaxation model of Steinberg [7], Eq. (1) is much simpler, since it contains only one
equation instead of three. Besides, to solve the problem of deformation, it is enough to use a usual
elastic-plastic model with Yd variable in time. For determination of the stationary yield strength, the
equation of the type of Zerilli F.J., Armstrong R.W [3] is used:

YS = Y0 ·
[
1 + a0 · (1 − T̄ k) ·

(
1 − exp

(
−ε

p
i

ε1

))]
· G

G0

or

YS = Y0 · (1 + f (t)) · G
G0
, (2)

Available experimental data point to significant structural changes of metals depending on loading
type, and, as a result, change of mechanical properties [9–14]. Thus, intensive deformation of coarse-
grain copper causes significant change of grain sizes at low pressure and low strain rate. According
to the Hall-Petch law, it results in increase of the conventional yield strength. Increase of strain rate
to some critical values (∼ 107 s−1) causes fast growth of dislocation density and formation of twins,
which can be aggregated as packages consisting of tens of parallel micro twins [11,16]. In this case,
the stationary yield strength grows much quicker than during slow (static) deformation, approaching
its limiting value. Intensive shock waves cause temperature increase that can anneal metal. Dislo-
cations will be annihilated, and strength will be reduced, respectively. Models are presently under
development, which take account for dependence of hardening on strain rate, as well as softening due
to heating [15]. One of variants of these models has the following form.

ḟ (t) =
ϕ (ε̇i) · ε̇i

ε1
· ( fa (0) − f ) − f − fa(T̄ )

τa
· Θ

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
f

fa
(
T̄
) − 1

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠ . (3)

The first part in Eq. (3), on the right, takes integrally account for hardening, which is associated with
formation of defects (dislocations, new boundaries of grains, and formation of twin structures at high
strain rate (ε̇i > 107 s−1). Function ϕ(ε̇i) takes account for nonlinear dependence of hardening on
strain rate. The second part in equation (3), on the right, takes account for temperature annealing or
annihilation of dislocations for time of temperature relaxation τa; Θ – the Heaviside function (Θ = 0
at f < fa and Θ = 1 at f ≥ fa). Experiments with study of change of material properties after effect of
high-rate deformation and shock waves are used for determination of functions ϕ(ε̇i), τa [9–12].
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Table 1. Constant coefficients of equations (5)–(6).

Metal ρ0k, g/cm3 ρ0, g/cm3 ρm0, g/cm3 C0k,m/s n Γ∞ Γ0 M cV , J/gK Tm0, K

Al AMg-6 2.69 2.64 2.524 5.55 3.2 0.67 2.14 1.2 0.9 933

Cu 9.054 8.93 8.384 3.95 4.3 0.7 1.96 1.2 0.391 1356

Ta 16.76 16.659 15.478 3.3 3.4 0.67 1.7 1.0 0.14 3290

Table 2. Constant coefficients of equations (1)–(4).

Metal Y0, GPa a0 f a(0) k ε1 G0, GPa τ0, μs ε̇i0, 1/s ϕmax ε̇0S , 1/s n

Al AMg-6 0.205 1.4 5 0.1 28 2.28 1.0 0 - 0

Cu 0.055 9.66 1.0 0.66 40 25 0.25 50 106 2

Ta 0.44 1.4 1.0 0.5 70 5.0 0.5 0 - 0

To determine relaxation time τ, experiments of Barker and Johnson are used [16], as well as exper-
iments by the Hopkinson method [13], with compression of cylindrical shells [17], as well as research
of collapse of cylindrical channels having small cross-sections [14]. We are using the dependence for
relaxation time τ, which takes account for compression, temperature, and strain rate in the following
form:

τ =
τ0 ·

(
1 − T̄

)2

G
G0
·
(
1 +
ε̇i

ε̇i0
· ϕ (ε̇i)

)0.5
, ϕ (ε̇i) =

1 + ϕmax ·
(
ε̇i

ε̇0S

)n

1 +

(
ε̇i

ε̇0S

)n . (4)

Equation (4) has the following limiting values: at ε̇i → 0, G = G0 τ = τ0, at T̄ → 1 or ε̇i → ∞ τ→ 0.
In the area of comparatively low pressures (<100 GPa), the equation of state can be presented in

the simplified Mie-Grueneisen form:

P =
ρ0KC2

0K

n
(δn − 1) + ΓP · ρ · ET . (5)

Γp = Γ∞ +
Γ0 − Γ∞
δM

, (6)

In relations (5), (6) ρ0K , C0K are the density and the volume sound velocity at T = 0 K;
ρ0KC2

0K

n (δn−1) =
Pe is the elastic component of pressure; ΓP is the Grueneisen coefficient; ρ is the substance density;
δ = ρ

ρ0k
is relative compression; ET are internal energies, Γ0, Γ∞ are values of the Grueneisen coefficient

(ΓP) at ρ = ρ0K and δ→ ∞, respectively.
Tables 1, 2 present parameters of relaxation strength models and equations of state for copper,

tantalum and aluminum alloy AMg-6 (aluminum 6061).
Relaxation models give satisfactory description of the following peculiarities of dynamic deforma-

tion: strain hardening, nonlinear dependence of hardening velocity on strain rate, thermal softening,
viscosity-increase of current stress as strain rate grows, compression hardening.

3 Experiments for justification of strength models and some results
of simulation

As a rule, it is impossible to determine yield strength basing directly on experiments. The value, which
is sensitive to shear strength, is measured in the experimental techniques, which are known for the
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Shockless loading 

Shock-wave loading 

Protonographic images 

1 – investigated liner, 2 – liner during loading.

b)a)

Fig. 1. Method for radiographic recording of perturbation growth: a – loading method; b, – examples of photos.

authors. To determine the yield strength, the numerical-experimental method is used. Its essence is
the following. Having specified physical and mathematical forms of the constitutive equation, selec-
tion or correction of numerical parameters of mathematical model is performed by comparison of
experimental and numerical results, when adequate description is provided by calculation of primary
experimental data. Wider is class of experiments used for testing (from static experiments to shock-
wave experiments), more precise is the selected form of model and parameters. Finally, using the
numerical-experimental method, it is possible to determine metal yield strength in the investigated
strain area. Precision of shear strength value, which is determined by this method, depends on preci-
sion of parameters measured in experiments.

Parametric identification of Eqs. (1)–(4) was performed basing on various experiments, namely,
compression diagrams, Taylor method, compression of cylindrical channels, method of perturbation
growth recording, analysis of release wave structure, measurement of elastic precursor, measurement
of shock wave front width, as well as basing on metallographic and mechanical researches of samples
after shock-wave loading [9–21]. These methods are briefly listed below.

For the shock-wave regime of deformation, it is possible to observe faster hardening than that in
the quasi-static regime. At pressure P ∼30–40 GPa, strength reaches the maximum, and it is reduced
as pressure continues growing. It is caused by annealing behind shock wave front. And annealing value
depends not only on temperature behind the front, but on duration of shock-wave loading τdt.

One of the methods for checking the strength models in the area of high strain rate is based on
comparison of calculations and experiments for strain rate measurement in front of shock waves [16].
At certain selection of dependence of relaxation time on strain rate, for example, in form (4), it is
possible to describe experimental results.

The other, comparatively new method for testing the high-velocity component of dynamic strength
includes numerical simulation of convergence of cylindrical apertures having small diameters under
effect of planar shock waves [14]. Radiographic and proton radiography methods of perturbations
allow testing strength models in wide ranges of pressures (P ∼10–103 GPa) and strain rates (ε̇i ∼104–
107 s−1) [20,21]. Figure 1 presents schemes for loading the investigated samples and X-ray photos of
the samples in motion, which were obtained by various techniques.

Example of numerical description of perturbation growth is shown in Fig. 2.

4 Heterogeneous model of strength

However, there are some effects, which are not taken into account by the above-described models.
Among them, the Bauschinger’s effect and the effect of temporal strength loss in some metals, which
is caused by growth of heterogeneous structures at high-rate deformation and, in particular, after effect
of shock waves. These structures appear during strain with rate higher ≈ 107 s−1. Formation of these
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Fig. 2. Numerical simulation of perturbation growth in copper sample.
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Fig. 3. Calculations of perturbation growth with use of relaxation model.

structures can be accompanied with temporal reduction of stress intensity. Strength drop during strain
rate increase is not described by usual models of strength, including by the relaxation model. Figure 3
presents results of calculations of perturbation growth on copper liner surface under shock-wave and
shockless loadings.

As it is possible to see in the graphs, calculations provide good description of perturbation growth
in copper and aluminum liners under shockless loading, and they significantly underestimate pertur-
bation growth under shock-wave loading. Strengths of shock-loaded and recovered samples are even
higher than those loaded in the shockless regime. Therefore, strength drop has a temporal character.
Numerical analysis of experiments showed that the softening time is t ∼0.3–0.4 μs for aluminum and
copper.

D. Gready [8] made a supposition that the phenomenon of temporal loss of strength occurs as a re-
sult of formation of layers with increased temperature behind shock wave front. As many experiments
revealed, bands of localized shift of the twin nature appear in samples after effect of shock waves of
sufficient intensity. To some extent, it confirms the D. Gready’s hypothesis.

Basing on this hypothesis, we developed a two-temperature relaxation model of strength, which
takes account for heterogeneous character of deformation and temporal softening [22]. The model is
based on the supposition about deformed medium, which consists of periodic layers of substance with
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Fig. 4. Model of heterogeneous flow.
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Fig. 5. Perturbation growth in copper sample. Experiment and calculation.

different temperatures and, respectively, different shear strengths. Section of this medium is schemati-
cally depicted in Fig. 4.

It is assumed that the period of overheated layers L is kept to be constant, and the width of layer l
can be determined by the equation

l = −L
2

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
1 − L

l

τ
+

Ṫ
β (Tm − T )

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠

τ =
L2

χ

(7)

Tm is the melting temperature; χ is the coefficient of temperature conductivity.
The total system of equations of the two-temperature model of heterogeneous deformation has the

form:

Ẏd = 3Gε̇ −
(
1 − ω
δ

)
· Yd − YS

τ
− ω
δ
· ỸS

τ̃
· G

G̃
ỸS = YS (T + ΔT )

G̃ = G (T + ΔT ))

ΔṪ = (δ − 1) · Ṫ − δ3

(δ − 1) · τT
· ΔT τ̃ = τ (T + ΔT )

δ (t) =
L
l

δ̇ =
δ2

2

(
T ·

β (Tm − T )
+

1 − δ
τT

)
τT =

L2

χ

All parameters with “wave” correspond to overheated layers. Coefficient ω determines volume frac-
tion of substance, which contains heterogeneous structures. ω and L depend on strain rate, shock wave
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intensity, initial structure – grain sizes, dislocation density. Unfortunately, in this model, these para-
meters are not determined by equations, but they are specified as initial parameters. It is a significant
disadvantage.

Figure 5 presents results of calculations of pressure and stress intensity behind shock wave front,
which were obtained with use of homogeneous and heterogeneous models.

As it is possible to see in the graphs, the heterogeneous model describes actually the experimental
results. It should be noted that large number of experiments is required for reliable verification of the
model.

5 Conclusion

The paper presents models of homogeneous and heterogeneous deformations of metal, as well as
methods, which allow obtaining parameters for the mentioned models.

As promising fields for further activities, the following can be outlined:

– direct numerical simulation of high-rate deformation basing on molecular mechanics;
– study of influence of high-rate deformation on properties and structures of metals, including

shock-wave hardening and annealing;
– obtainment of data on rheological properties of metals at pressures higher 1 TPa.
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